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confidence instead
Get rid of digital roadblocks and prepare
for an unprecedented holiday shopping season
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As of today,mobile commerce traffic drives over half of all e-
commerce traffic around theworld. By 2021, mobile deviceswill be
themainmedium for purchasing products and services, according
to a report by Statista.

The primary reasons behind this phenomenon is that customers
value speed and conveniencemore than ever. One of the biggest
mobile-related issues in retail and e-commerce is that users tend to
quickly drop an app if it doesn’t meet their expectations. This is an
even bigger concern during the year’s busiest shopping period,
the holiday season.

While preparing forunprecedentedmobile shopping traffic this
year— further accelerated byCOVID-19 —, creating a frictionless
experience is a number one priority. This puts enormous pressure
on product teams and developers. To ensure 100%uptime, avoid
unexpected bugs, crashes, or faulty releases during times of
increased network congestion, many of these teams decide to do a
code freeze shortly before the season begins.

With the holidays coming up, teamsmayhave already started the
season’s annual code freeze. In thiswhitepaper— featuring experts
frompopular shopping apps —we’ll dive into the latest tendencies,
mainmotives, and technical decision-making factors behind this
practice, and discusswhether there’s a betterway of going forward.

Mobile is nowamain driver of
retail and e-commerce success
The upcoming shopping season puts
enormous pressure on developers
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Almost half (49%) of a recentGlassbox survey’s respondents said that
app crashes had a negative impact on howtheyperceived a certain
brand. The impact isn’t limited to perception, though: 29%of
shoppers indicated that theyabandon a purchase if the app loads
slowly, and another 20%would do the same in case of a technical
glitch. Technical issues that occur onmobile during online shopping
lead to a huge loss in revenue.

To avoid disruption caused bynew features andprevent this loss of
revenue—especially during the holiday season,when the stakes are
the highest —manycompanies start their code freeze period around
BlackFriday.

Acode freeze essentiallymeans that no code can be edited or sent
out to production until the next release.While the practice is
popular and has clear benefits — it ensures that there’s no disruption
caused by risky code changes—, it also poses newchallenges.An
upcoming code freezemeans amajordeadline fordevelopers:
everyonewants to get their features to go through theCI/CD
pipeline before the freeze hits.

Creating an arbitrarydeadline introduces inherent risks—and can
potentiallymake the systemmore unstable, once the code freeze
ends and developers start shipping code again. Itmight even increase
the risks ofdelayed product updates, broken processes, and
incidents during the next release.

Code freeze: a popular, but
heavily scrutinized practice
Bugs and crashes during the shopping season
can costmillions of dollars in lost revenue
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Google Play app updates

Number of mobile shopping app updates submitted to the App Store and Google Play
Store, per week, since January 2019 (Data courtesy of AppTopia)

The number ofweekly releases ofmobile
shopping apps drops bymore than 30% as
early asmid-November.

The effect is stronger— and begins a little
earlier — for iOS shopping apps, compared to
Android apps.

Following a busy summer in 2020,with
updates related to pandemic-fueled changes
in shopping habits, the code freezewill likely
set in earlier and bemore severe.

By the numbers
Seasonal code freezes inmobile
shopping are on track to cost
the industry billions of dollars
in lost productivity, again
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Wheremobile shopping apps had a code
freeze in effect over the holidays, the
potential risk to revenuewas cited as the
main cause in 72% of cases.

When asked if thiswas a bigger, similar, or
lesser concern than itwas in 2019, 58%
indicated itwas a bigger concern this
shopping season.

By the numbers
Potential risk to revenue is cited
as themain reason for the code
freeze, a higher priority during
in this year’s lockdown-
impacted shopping season

Roughly the same

Smaller

Bigger

Asked from 107 mobile developers working on projects in the
‘Shopping’ category, via email and social channels, over the

month of October 2020, by Bitrise.

Is risk to revenue, associatedwith a release a bigger,
smaller, or similar concern, compared to last year?
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No opinion eitherway

Disagree, lack of trust

Agree,
lacking confidence

Agree, lacking quality

Over 40%of those interviewed expressed the
view that code freezes are unnecessary, but
were kept in place to reduce unwarranted
concerns in the rest of the organization.

A little under 34% agreed that code freezes
made sense, as their current process and
tooling don’t provide the necessary
confidence in the quality of a release.

By the numbers
Themajority of developers that
agreewith their organization’s
code freeze practices do so
because they lack confidence
in the release process

Asked from 107 mobile developers working on projects in the
‘Shopping’ category, via email and social channels, over the

month of October 2020, by Bitrise.

Howdo you feel about shopping season
code freezes in your organization?
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“The release freeze should be dependent on the return of investment. If adding a new functionality
to the app during the holiday shopping season can significantly increase sales revenue, then the
release should be allowed—as long as some important factors are considered, such as:

Test results: functional, automation, integration, performance, and regression tests;
End-to-end testing results: checkingwhether the functionality impacts different systems;
Back-up plan: in case the applicationwon’twork as expected, how fast can the team
release the previous version?;
ROI documentswith proper justification.

If there is noROI involvedwith the new functionality code, then there is nopoint
in taking the riskof doing the release during the shopping season.”

—Rahul Baldawa, LeadTestAutomation Engineer atMacy’s

Expert opinion: should the code freeze be
determined by the ROI of new features?
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On the other hand,while code freezeswere created to
reduce the risk of a faulty release, theymight have the
opposite effect:

An upcoming code freeze can easily result in rushed—
hence poorly tested— releases.

The longer this process takes, themore commitswill
the next release have,making itmore error-prone.

When something does gowrong in a future iteration,
pointing to the root cause of the issuewill likely be
much harder aswell.

Avoiding all these shortcomings by skipping the code
freeze and continuing to release throughout the holiday
season is verymuch possible, but it requires the right
tools, culture, and environment.

The pros and cons of the code freeze
“Freezing the version before BlackFridaydoes bring benefits:
it ensures that the version is stable, scalable, and operational to
guarantee the best UX.”—Raiza Batista, QAEngineer at
PagSeguroUOL

“Code freezing around the shopping season is a valid approach
for sustaining customer interaction on the platform,which
positively impacts revenue.
Shopping season traffic is alwaysveryhigh, so efforts are targeted
atmaintainingperformance andpreventingdowntime.Anynew
deployment can causedisruption, anydowntime can cause a
drastic drop in traffic,whichhas adirect effect on revenue and
brand image.”—AyodejiAyankola, iOSEngineeratKongaOnline
Shopping
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According to a recent report, PeakTraffic 2020, companies
that are less than 2 years old— hence,more tech-forward—
were the least likely to implement a code freeze (50%), as
opposed to almost all (92%) companies older than 25years.

This can be explained byyoung companies’willingness to
adopt a combination of agilemindsets,methodologies, and
modern tool sets.

What theyhave in common is that they all aspire to create an
environment inwhich they can releasewith confidence,
which is the first step towardsmaking code freezes obsolete.

Themore agile your team is,
the less you need a code freeze

“A solid release cadence, regression suite, andQAteamhelp
us have confidencewith all of our releases. The releases are
adequately scoped for the staff on hand during the holiday
time and all changes are easily encapsulated and testable.”
—Scott Rose, Principal Engineer, Fetch Rewards

“Iwould certainly ensure that there is thorough
performance testing before the holiday season butwould
not enforce a release freeze. I see this holiday season as
thewindowof opportunity to increase sales revenue.
Infrastructure as aCloudgives the agility to theDevops
team to spin up the environmentwith ease.”—Vivek
Sanganna, SeniorSoftwareDesignEngineerat Foot Locker
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Not important

CI / CD

Test automation

Feature flags

Monitoring

Crash reporting

Nice to have Critical

Each of the proposed techniques and
technologieswere viewed as ‘critical’ by at
least half of respondents, underscoring the
impact of the right tooling onmobile success.

From the proposed options, CI/CD, test
automation, and crash reportingwere
considered as themost fundamental
technologies for avoiding code freezes.

Whilemonitoring and feature flagsweren’t
seen as crucial as the other three, most
respondents agreed that they are great
practices for addingmore value.

By the numbers
Mostmobile teams seeCI/CD
as critical for preventing
seasonal code freezes

Asked from 107 mobile developers working on projects in the
‘Shopping’ category, via email and social channels, over the

month of October 2020, by Bitrise.

How important are each of these technologies
for preventing seasonal code freezes?
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Avoiding incidents for a flawlessmobile shopping experience
during the holiday shopping season is critical. The following
practices enable teams to releasewith confidence:

Mobile CI/CD helps streamline build-, test-, and deployment
processes that are unique tomobile development.
Automated testing, such as UI, unit, and real device testing, as
well using simulators can help prevent faulty releases and
dramatically increase the app’s performance.
Using feature flags allows for better control and reduces the risk
of each code change, thus helpsmake releases safer.

High-performing teams also regularly use technologies tomonitor
the app’s performance on end-users’ phones. These tools help
developers knowabout issues before users report them:

APMsolutions help detect and diagnose deep-level app
performance problems bymonitoring differentmetrics, such
as average load times; and computational resources like CPU,
ormemory that the app is consuming.
Crash reports can showwhich versions are affected and
determine the app’s stability level and responsiveness, aswell.

How the right tooling
introduces confidence

Pre-release Post-release
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Even though theyareheavilyscrutinized,holidaycode freezesare still popular inmobile shoppingapp
development—bothon iOSandAndroid— inanattempt tominimizepotential risks andensureappstability
during this high-trafficperiod.Mobile teams, however, arebecoming increasinglyaware thatcode freezeshave
manyshortcomings, suchasadditional pressureondevelopers, poorly-tested, rushed releases, andahigher risk
ofunexpected incidents in thenext iteration.Moreover, inmanycases, code freezingmeans that teamsare
missingouton theopportunityof releasingnewfunctionalities thatwouldgeneratemore revenue.

To address these issues,high-performing, agile teams are finding newways to tackle the increased traffic
during the shopping season,without having to stop releases for severalweeks. Some teams are doing a
partial code freeze, othersmake it dependent onROI, and some are skipping it entirely. One thing is for
sure: creating an environment inwhich teams are confident in their releases— facilitated by the right tools,
engineering practices, and organizational structure— has the potential tomake code freezes less
necessary, and eventually, obsolete.As a result, these teamswill be able to continuously deliver consistent
quality, even under the highest pressure.

Summary
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Mobile engineers behind themost popular shopping apps rely on Bitrise to streamline their
build-, test-, and deployment processes. As theworld’s highest-ratedmobile CI/CD service,
we help customers iterate faster, releasewith confidence, and build apps that are used and
loved bymillions of of users around theworld.

Learnmore about howyou can start releasingwith confidence at

Howwe can help

bitrise.io
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Trusted by theworld’s
most sophisticatedmobile teams


